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ABSTRACT 

. The emission spectrum of the Sal molecule is excited in a R.F. discharge and photographed in tht: 
hrst order (reciprocal dispersion: 1.25 Jt/mmJ of a 21 ft. concave grating'spectro8rilPh. A com
prehensive new vibrational analysis of the D-X and E-X systems of the diatomic 801 is reported. TIlo 
followIng are the vibrational constants of the two systems. 

Transition V w~' w~'x~' we' we' xe' e 

E2l;+ _ X2 1::+ 26753.5 152.43 0.293 176.08 0.594 
D2~+_X2l:+ 25771.9 152.43 0.293 162.13 0.425 

RESUMEN 

Sa ha obtenido el espectro de emisi6n de la moil3cula Sal -excitada por descargil f'l.F .. 
iotoyr"fiandolo en eJ primer orden de un espectrografo de red concava de 21 pi.s Idispersion 
reciproca: 1,25 A/mm). Un nuevo y amplio analisis vibracional de los sistemas O-X y E-·X dc esta 
l!1ol~cula diat6mica ha permitido revalorar las conSlantes vibracionales de ambos sistemas .. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The band spectrum of Bal, as investigatt!d pre
viously by Olmsted (1) in emission, Walters and Barratt 
(2) and Mesnage (3) in absorption, was known to consist 
of groups of bands in two spectral regions 5610-5360 t. 
and 3B30-3760 .1\. However, it appears that no analysis 
of these bands is available until 1970, as this work seems 
not to hav!;! b(!en followed up. 

Recently, Reddy and Rao (4) have investigated the 
ultraviolet emission spectrum of Bal, excited in a high 
frequency discharge through a mixture of heated Barium 
and Iodine vapour. They photographed the ultraviolet 
bands in the region 3650-3950 A on a Hilger E quartz 
littrow spl::ctrograph, having a dispersion of 10 A/mm at 
3800 ft.. The bands are analysed and attributed to the 
D-X and E-X systems by analogy with similar systems 
in the other halides of Barium. Patel and Shah (5) have 
also studied ind!;!pendently the emission spectrum of 
l3al. They photographed the ultraviolet bands using a ' 
high frequency discharge at a dispersion of about 7.3 
ftJmm with a plane grating spectrograph. The bands are 
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analysed and attributed to the D and E systems of 3al, 
as was proposed by Reddy and Rao (4); however, it was 
seen from the derived constants of Patel and Shah (5) 

that the analysis is at variance with that of Reddy and 
Rao (4). 

It is therefore, felt desirable to reinvestigate the 
band spectrum of Bal, under high resolution in order to 
resolve the existing ambiguity and thereby cnablinl) us to 
arrive at accurate vibrational constants for the ground as 
well as the upper states (D and E) of the Bal nwlecule. 
Also, Dagdegian (6) recently, has drawn our attention 
for this study, while he is investigating thu laser fluores
cence spectrum of the barium iodide molecule. 

I n the present investigation, the spectrum hilS been 
studied in a R.F. discharge from a 500 Watt Oscillil!Or 
by photographing the visible as well as the ultr,lViolet 
bands at the first order'dispersion (1.25 }\/inm) of (121 
ft. concave grating spectrograph. The presunt PiJper deals 
with the results and vibrational analysis of the ultruvioltlt 
bands attributed to the D2 2, .... - X l ~~ and E~ ~~. - X 22, .... 

transitions. The experimental details and analysis ilrc 
described in the following sections. 



2. EXPEnl:,.lEflTAL PfWCEDURE 

Th~ JiU;I! "owe .. : wnployed in the excitation of the 
Bal sp~ctrurn Wd~ " l1i(111 frequency 500 watt Oscillator 
workinu al J flu'll/ency of 30-40 MHz. The discharge 
tube was ali qUdrtL trilnsparent tube of 30 cm if) length 
with centr,iI capillMV of length 30 mm and diameter 3 
mm. A sufficient qu,mtity of the spectroscopically pure 
sample 01 Gal 1 (suppl ied by B.D.H. England) was placed 
in the discildnJt1 tullt:.: which was then evacuated con
tinuously. The ctliJlJcttJristic colour of the discharge 
observed in th~ ct~ntr<ll capillary portion of the tube was 
intense yrcen. I n tel mittent ex lernal heating by means of 
a special llunSt:1I bllnier was found neces~afy to maintain 
the characttJmtic culutJ! of the disch'lIge. 

The SPt'CHUIll was first photographed on a low 
dispersion hllUl:f medium quartz spectrograph and on a 
medium dispersiun Hilger E I quartz Littrow spectro
graph, using IIford N30 plates. An exposure time of 5 
minutes WdS found sufficil:!nt to record the bands. The 
bands were tht:ft.wfttJr photographed in the first order of 
a 21 ft. conCJve yrating spectrograph. Exposures of 10 
to 20 minutt:s dlJrution were found sufficient to obtain 
intense spectroyr,lIl1S of all the sequences using Kodak 
photographic plates of type 103a-O. A DC iron arc was 
used for the comparison spectrum. Measurements of the 
band heads were made on a Hilger comparator using iron 
arc wavelengths standards taken from the M IT tables. 
Vacuum wavenurnbers were calculated using a computer 
program which fits the dispersion curve to a cubic 
polynomi"l. The relative error in the wavenumbers' of 
the intense: bund heads is in general less than 0.15 cm- 1 • 

3. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 

High resolution spectrograms of the ultraviolet 
emission SplJctl'um of Ba I obtained in the present investi
gation reveal the presence of twelve groups of bands in 
the region 3650-3950 .ft. consisting of a total of 76 band 
heads. All the b"nus are degraded to violet. These bands 
are analysed and attributed to the O-X and E-X 
systems. We are presunting below the experimental data 
and vibrational analysis of the two band systems 
mentioned hlJr~. 

3.1. The D-X system 

The spectrum reveals the presence of eight groUPs of 
bands consistir.g of a total of 57 bands degraded towards 
shorter wavelength in the region 3750-3950 $.. These 
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bands are single headed and are identifit:d J$ thu P hl!ads 
From' . . . .sequence separatiOns, the (Jroup dt 3880 A is 
Identified as the t:. v = O' sequence. Other ~!rOLiPS of 

bands on the longer wavelength side are identified <IS 

t:. v = -1 and. -2 sequences wh~reas those on the shorter 
wavelength Side are identified as (:, v ~, +1, +2 +3 +4 
and +5 T· ' , . . sequences. he plots of the mean values of the 
Vibrational intervals against the corresponding (v+l/2) 
~al~es for the lower and upper stat~5 of this syster~~ 
indicate that the vibrational terms can lw ~xpwssed us 

G(v) = We (v+ 1/2) -wex,,(v+ '1/2)' 

The slopes and intercepts of the str"ight line oDtuined by 
a least square fit for this system give the value -2w x e e 
and we-wexe respectively. The band heads are repre· 
sented by the following expression 

1 1 
vh = 25771.9 + 162.13 (v' + -) - 0.425 (v' + _ )2_ 

2 2 

_ 152.43 (v"+ _1_) -+ 0.283 (v "+ _1_)2 

2 2 

As a check on the calculations and the assiqnments 
of v' and v'; the wavenumbers of thu bands are calcu· 
lated by means of the above equation. The differencl;!s 
are shown in table 1. Except tor one b"nd, thl;!sU 
differences are ::( 0.3 cm -1. 

Here it is to be noted that the (0,0) band as 
reported by Reddy and Rao (4) (26101 em -'1 ) and Patel 
and Shah (5) (25781.8 cm- 1 I is very clost) to the (2,0) 
and (1,1) bands respectively. 

The vibrational assignments for most of the bands 
are shown in fig. 1. The vacuum wavenumbers of the 
band heads, their relative estimated intensities, and 
vibrational quantum numbers are listed in Table I. When 
the bands are arranged in tl Deslanclre>' vibration~1 

scheme (not shown), they fall in to a nmow F mnck
Condon parabola. 

As some of the prominent bands of this system havl:l 
also been observed by Walters and Garratt in l:lbsorption, 
the lower ,state of th is system is the uround state of tile 

Sal molecule. Oy analogy with the D-X systems of the 
other halides of Barium and from the sin!]le heiJded 
nature of the bands, it appears that thest: LJi.lnd, arise 
from a transition of the type 02::'~_X2::,". 
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Fig. 1.- The D-X system of Bal. 
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TABLE I 

Hllnd head data of the f)-X system of HaJ 

W"enUlIllJe' i "J :t~"~'),,\ ! 'i.,J C'..t~:'ltICljtH.Jfl ~' ,- Ii lI'J.v<numlJer l,neI11Ity" Cl'l~si f icatioll I' - P 
lJUS ('.,II 

lem J I t>;; , ,,"j (em ') (em-' ) 
ata e!l! 

(v. ,") (em- \ I 

254b4ti 1.4 0.4 26283.9 7,4 -0.1 

25494 V " 2,4 0,:) 26289.9 8,5 0.1 

2,,624 9 d.l O. 0 26295.4 l'l.6 0,0 

25u3~ 1 1,:) 0, 26301).5 10,7 ·-0.2 

25644 ~ .'.3 ·0.2 26305.0 11,R -0,1 

25G!>4 1 :,'1 -0. 1 26310.2 111 12,0 ,,·U.3 

2&71C "I ,J,U 0.0 26315.2 w 1:l,1O O. 2 

257bC ; 1.1 O. 0 26319.3 IV 1<1.11 0.1 

2~7U~.:j :1. ~I O. 26433.9 w 7,3 -0.2 

2SUi" 1 3 . ..- ,·0.1 2G439.3 IV b.4 0.0 

2593(, U 1.0 J 0 26444.3 w ~U) 0.0 

2~tMb 2.1 O. 0 26449.0 m 10,G O. 0 

2&:J~)'; ~1 3,~ O. 26453.3 rn 11,7 -0. 

259(j~ ~ " '1.3 O. 26457.6 In 12.8 0.0 

25970 !,; i!\ ~,4 -0. 3 2G461.4 13.9 -0.2 

259i'e .j " 
DC 0.1 26465.3 14.10 0.1 

,;J 

25(j~b 4 1/ ~ ... 7.6 -0. 2. 20468.5 15,11 -0.1 

2099:/ 4 ci.'t 8) 0.1 26471.6 m Hl.12 "·0.1 

,COOS" "' 2,0 0.1 26474.4 w 17,13 -0.2 

2Gl06 ;; ~. 3,1 0.0 26589.3 w 8,3 -·0. 1 

251137 '" 4,2 0.1 23593.9 w 9,4 0.1 

2512U 9 5,3 0.1 26597.9 w 10,5 0.0 

2U127.!i m 6,4 0.1 26601.9 m 11,6 0.1 

26134.b 7,5 0.0 26605.5 m 12,7 0,1 
ON 

2614(),9 6,6 0.0 26608,6 w 13,8 -0.1 
~w 

26147.(; 9,7 0.0 26611.5 w 14,9 ·0.3 
JW 

4,1 0.0 26614.5 vw 15,10 ·0.1 

262G49 '" 
26617.1 vw lU.l1 (J,Q 

26271.7 5,2 0.2 

26277.9 6,3 0.0 

a Abbreviations used: VS, S, m, w, vw denote very strong, strong, 
medium, weak and very weak. respectively. 
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3.2. The E-X ,. 

Foul :l' I.JUp~ t single h'hlded bands degraded to 
violet art: observ. in the region 3650-3750 A. These 
hands are analy:, , iJS belonging to a separate system as 
they do not 10;, an extension of the D-X system. 
The I::. G" inter~ 1, of this system agrees very well with 
the correspond;!" 4dlues of the lower state of the D-X 
system. Hence Ii '" lower state of this system is also the 
ground stilte Ii j 'ill.! molecule. The band heads of this 
system coult! "tittt:d into the following quantum 
formula 

1 1 
vh:: 26753.5 -+ 176.68 (,,'+ -) - 0.594 (v'+-)!. 

2 2 

1 1 
152.43 (v"+ -) + 0.293 (v"+ _)2 

2 2 

As the bands are single headed. they appear to arise 
from a transition of the type~2:+ - 22:+.The vibrational 
assignments for most of the prominent bands are shown 
in Figure 2. The detailed classifications of the band head 
data of the system is given in Table I f. The differences 
vob~- Veill are shown in the last column of Table II. 
Except for two bands, those differences are ~ 0.3 cm -1 . 

4. CONCLUSION 

The ground state of this molecule can be assigned to 
a X21'" state analogous to those of BaF, BaCI and BaBr 
and other relat~::l molecules. From a comparison of the 
vibrational constants of the D-X and E-X systems of 
the Bal with those of the other halides of Barium, the 
two systems are attributed to 021'*_X2~ and 
E2l'" -X21 ..... I t is claimed that the vibrational constants 
obtained from the o-x and E-X systems in the present 
work are the most accurate available so far for these 
systems. It is concluded that the analysis proposed by 
Reddy and Rao is incorrect, wh ile that of Patel and Shah 
is close to the present study. 

Dissociation energies of the ground X22: and 
excited 0 2 1'" states are estimated to be 19825 cm- 1 

and 15497 em-I respectively using the relation 

The estimated values are reasonably in good agreement 
with values estimated by Birge-Sponer extrapolation 
(19601 and 15451 cm- 1 respectively). However, it is to 
be noted that the values obtained from 8-S 
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extrapolation are not reliable in the case of ionic 
molecules. 

4,4 0,0 

3698.6 3711.4 

3,2 1,0 

3676.3 3690.7 

4,2 2,0 

Fig. 2.- The E-X system of Hal. 



TABLE II 

lJaw.1 head data of the E-X system of Hal 

Wavenumber Intensity8 Classification vobs- veal 
(ern-I) (v', v") (em-I) 

26462.7 m 0,2 0.3 

26487.6 w 1,3 0.3 

26613.7 m 0,1 0.0 

26638.2 w 1,2 0.3 

26765.5 m 0,0 0.0 

26789.2 m 1,1 0.0 

26812.4 m 2,2 -0.1 

26834.9 m 3,3 -0.2 

26856.7 w 4,4 0.2 

26878.2 w 5,5 0.4 

26941.0 m 1,0 0.0 

26963.6 m 2,1 -0.2 

26985.6 w 3,2 0.2 

27006.8 w 4,3 0.2 

27115.0 m 2,0 -0.3 

27136.6 m 3,1 0.0 

27157.7 m 4,2 0.3 

27327.6 w 5,2 -0.4 

27347.2 vw 6,3 0.3 

8 See Table I, for abbreviations used. 
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